
WAYNE FUSIONTM FORECOURT SYSTEM



Control where you 
need it most
The Wayne Fusion Automaton Server 
allows your dispensers, tank gauging 
system, price signs, and back-end 
reporting to more seamlessly interface 
with your point-of-sale (POS) and 
ERP systems. Packed with advanced 
software technology, it’s one small, 
but powerfully upgraded, solution.

Control over costs

The Fusion Automation Server gives you the 
control you need to help reduce deployment and 
implementation costs. By giving you better visibility 
over many of your current devices with one single 
tool, maintenance costs are reduced, and there are 
fewer potential points of failure. You simply plug in 
the Fusion forecourt controller, hook up your devices, 
and within minutes, you’re connected and in control.

Control over data

With the Fusion Automation Server’s in-depth web-
reporting capabilities, you can get better visibility 
into sales, operations, inventory, and equipment. 
Which means you’re better equipped to make smart 
business decisions. And with remote accessibility 
built in, it doesn’t matter where you are or what time 
it is, you can find the information you need.

Control over complexity

By interfacing with multiple forecourt devices, as well 
as POS systems from multiple vendors, a Fusion 
Automation Server gives you one single point of 
control. This flexibility enables all of your key systems 
to speak the same language and provides you a 
single interface to:
• Fuel dispensers from multiple vendors
• Tank management systems
• Price signs
• POS systems
• ERP and fleet management systems     

Control over clutter

The Fusion Automation Server provides all of this 
control in a single, streamlined solution configured 
specifically for the rugged demands of a petroleum-
retail environment. With its solid-state construction, 
the Fusion Automation Server is built to withstand 
extreme temperatures and dust. And with all of the 
advanced technology packed into it, it’s also built to 
handle your complete forecourt needs.



Control over your future

The Fusion Automation Server is designed to easily 
expand with your growing business needs. The 
system is flexible and upgradeable, so as your 
business needs continue to evolve, you can readily 
add software and hardware to keep up.

THE ONLY SOLUTION YOU NEED

A single Fusion Automation Server can replace your:
• Forecourt controller
• Automatic tank gauge (ATG) system
• Petroleum-retail console
• Interface and distribution boxes
• Third-party proprietary controllers

CONTROL, CENTRALIZED

The enterprise-enabled remote diagnostic software 
can be included in your Fusion Automation Server 
warranty. What does that mean to you? It means 
you can get:
• 24/7 remote support for dispensers, systems, and  
 other technology
• Device monitoring and remote problem resolution
• Escalation notification
• Increased security for forecourt and network
• Data management



The Fusion  Automation Server is available in three models, each configured to 
address the needs of various site environments. 

Fusion 1000

Fusion 3000

If you have an existing POS system, the Fusion 1000 Automation Server is an easy way to connect with 
the forecourt today, with expansion capability for future upgrades. This off-the-shelf box easily connects 
your POS, ERP, and your dispensers, regardless of the manufacturer.

• Easily connects your POS and ERP to your forecourt devices 
• Consolidates boxes — minimizes potential points of failure
• Easy to upgrade to the Fusion 3000 forecourt system — add 

capability without adding boxes

• Console application with easy-to-use interface allows enhanced 
control of  
the dispenser, including pre-payment and post-payment 
transactions

• Enables cash transactions and payment reconciliation
• In-depth web reporting gives you site data at your fingertips — in 

real time
• Web-enabled user interface lets you connect from remote locations 

and  
run any report

• Provides back-up console application for site redundancy in case 
of POS failure

With on-site and remote connectivity, and comprehensive web-reporting features, the Fusion 3000 
Automation Server gives you better control and visibility over your fueling station. If you need automation 
without electronic payment or require POS redundancy, the Fusion 3000 forecourt controller is the best 
choice for you. 

Electronic Payment

Automatic Tank Gauge POS InterfaceDispenser Interface

Electronic Payment

Electronic Payment

Electronic Payment

Automatic Tank Gauge

POS Interface

Reporting Package

Dispenser Interface

Console Application

Remote Connection

One system. 
Two models of control.



Your forecourt,
integrated
The Wayne Fusion Automatic Tank Gauge (ATG) is a complete, 
integrated ATG-and-forecourt solution that’s also completely flexible. It 
offers a variety of hardware and software options that can be included 
from the start, or retrofitted remotely to meet changing needs. It’s also 
designed to integrate seamlessly with the Wayne Fusion forecourt 
system for full visibility into all aspects of operations.

CAPABILITIES

FEATURES

BENEFITS

REPORTS

COMPLIANCE

• Continuous in-tank leak detection
• Automatic inventory reconciliation
• Auto-calibration
• Comprehensive set of alarms and reports
• Automatic delivery detection
• Remote monitoring and management
• Automatic temperature compensation

• Connects to magnetostrictive digital probes from 18” to 
840”

• Compact barrier for easy installation
• Extensive range of environmental sensors
• Pressure Line Leak Detection (PLLD) for submersible 

systems
• Touch Monitor and printer as option
• ATEX, INMETRO and EPA certified 

• Integrated ATG and Forecourt Control solution for 
increased flexibility

• Reduced number of components results in a lower initial 
systems investment

• Scalable over time
• Native connectivity from anywhere, at any time, unlike 

other ATG controllers
• Digital wired and wireless probes provide accurate and 

reliable measurements
• Complete range of environmental sensors and peripherals

• Tank Product Summary
• Tank Daily Report
• Manual Dip Readings
• Delivery Reconciliation
• Daily Reconciliation
• Tank Variances

• Auto-calibration status
• Leak detection 
• Dip readings differences and reconciliation
• Stock forecast
• Sales by product/period
• Tank alarm history



Wayne Fusion
Head Office
The Wayne Fusion Head Office is the your one-stop web portal for accessing centralised 
data from across your network. Working in seamless connectivity with the Fusion Automation 
Server to provide you with all of the information you need to effectively and efficiently manage 
your forecourts centrally from wherever you are. Through the Fusion Head Office system, 
users can easily:

Track sales

Monitor fuel stock

Interact with Enterprise Resource Planning

Implement price changes

Produce reconciliation reports

Transmit data to wetstock management companies

Check Fusion device status



wayne.com

Intelligent features to
make your life easier  

REPORTING SUITE  

PRICE CHANGE ADMINISTRATION

The Fusion Head Office has the ability to 
filter reports from PC, Android, iOS and 
Windows devices in a range of common 
file formats, including .xls, .csv, .pdf, .rtf 
and .tiff. Reports include: 

Making changes to your network pricing 
couldn’t be easier. Using the Fusion Head 
Office, you can organise your price changes 
in a way that best suits your business.
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Top 5 fuel sales

Central storage for Fusion transactions

Tank reconciliation

Approval flow

Web-based customer access

Tank information

Deliveries and reconciliation

Reporting suite

Price change administration

Sales by site

Incremental (% or fixed) or fixed values

Price changes by site group (region, 
territorial managers or site type e.g. 
company-owned and company-operated 
or dealer)

Ability to assign roles and permissions 

Transactions

Price change status alert by mail or report

Multilanguage options



For more information about our products and solutions, 
please visit www.doverfuelingsolutions.com.

Why not follow us on social media? 

@doverfuelingsolutions

@doverfuelingsolutions

@doverfs

@doverfuelingsolutions

Contact

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

ALERTS

FRAUD PROTECTION

Information is organised on the system into 
user-friendly profiles, so that operators can 
easily view:

Alerts can be generated by the Fusion 
Head Office using one of the following 
triggers:

Using sophisticated reconciliation and 
alert reports, users can manage the entire 
network’s behavior remotely and swiftly 
deal with issues as they occur.
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Standard transaction information

Terminals

Attendant information

Price poles

Fleet information

ATG/Sensors

Payment information

AUTOMATIC TANK GAUGE (ATG) INTERFACE

The Fusion Head Office interfaces with the 
Wayne Fusion ATG system to enable additional 
functionality as needs grow, new technology 
becomes available or regulatory requirements 
change – in most cases without installing 
additional platforms or technology infrastructure 
equipment.

Tank reconciliation

SALES AND STOCK CONTROL

The Fusion Head Office gives you control 
over fuel movement within your network, 
using the following criteria:
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Sales by site, grade, payment or hour

Product stock by date or hour

Tank stock by date or hour

Deliveries
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